a transmission from the 345th Intergalactic Ambulance Wing - Synaptical Sparkles Division

nineteen intertwined ellipses*of the co-evolving allegorians
by M345 RuneReader, MA -- also available in Ear thlish translation at www.NewConversations.net/geometry_of_dialogue
Overlapping ellipses show interacting worldlets of evolving awareness, skill and knowledge as two life forms co-mentalsnorkel.
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thanks to the great psychologist Lev Vygotsky for this idea
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our skills, knowledge, activities and awarenesses of Beamdown develpment >>
as the constant, and constantly changing, background of all specific knowledge and skills:
the evolving beamdown-ness of those who hold the knowledge and skill about a given topic.
(Beamdown-ness is understood here to include the open horizons of galactic fractal
development: more awareness, compassion, honesty, creativity, insight, vitality, ability to
think clearly, sense of beauty, capacity to help bring out the best in other life forms, etc.).

this transmission from

copies available at

www.beamdown.org
was made possible by a generous grant from the Allegorian Galaxy and
contributions from seven-toed, three-antennaed creatures just like you

